More local footpaths cleared of winter debris ready for spring and summer by local footpath maintenance group.
Ansty Footpaths 10, 11 and 12 are three short paths
that are accessed from Coombe Lane in the hamlet of
Ansty Coombe. The paths cross the ancient pasture
closes to the north west of Coombe Lane and
converge into the woodlands known as Twelve Acre
Copse. These paths all have a presence of such
tranquillity and are steeped in more than a thousand
years of history.
This year has seen an unprecedented rise in the
number of walkers using all of these paths due to the
covid- pandemic – which is good to see. The only
disappointment is the way just a very few people just
parked their cars on soft grass verges of our lanes
with no thought as to the damage they were causing
and spoilt the environment for those who live here.
Volunteers are currently repairing them.
These small damp meadows (closes) are on gently
sloping undulating land and were probably the first
fields to be enclosed soon after the Old Wardour
Estate now owned by Sit Mathew Arundell bought the
manor of Ansty and Ansty Coombe in 1594 from
Francis Zouche. Indeed sheep grazing and rearing (for
wool and meat) became an important part of the
agricultural economy – often displacing landless
tenants onto fewer land strips and causing hardships
as well as depriving them of grazing rights.
All of these footpaths have a very long history
crossing these small fields and joining other trackways
that all lead, through the forests, to Old Wardour
Castle and then later New Wardour Castle - built after
the old castle was destroyed after the English civil war. The meadows and forests edges
were probably common land or waste during medieval times but most of the forests were
the domain of the Kings who had exclusive hunting rights and off limits to villagers.
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Even in Victorian times into the early 20 century many accounts of poaching in this area
along with other disputes can be found suggesting that the centuries of ingrained feudal

elements of land husbandry and tenancy in Ansty
th
existed almost into the early 20 century.
There are rumours of civil war (1642- 1651)
skirmishes (centred on Old Wardour Castle) in this
part of the world and even burials on the opposite
side known as Gore Copse. Much loved elderly
countrywoman Aileen Fisher-Roe (who resided in a
cottage close to these paths until her death in 2019)
insisted there were ghosts associated with the civil
war period and that she had actually seen retreating
cavaliers on these very pathways.
Ansty Footpath 15 which links with Footpath 10 and
11 is an odd one out in that it does not appear on
some of our older OS maps but appears on maps
from the 1950s onwards. It makes sense as the track
part accessed the Coombe closes from Kings Lane and
also the old cottage mentioned had a well which was
a source of water for other villagers too. FP 9 is very
short path from Kings Lane across one small pasture
close links with FP 15 and probably leading to the
Ansty Coombe stream which was also a main source
of water.
All of these footpaths are delightful summer evening
walks for locals and they allow pleasant forests walks
through the old copses such as Turners Copse. Not all
the tracks in the woods are public rights of way – but
people do walk them as they have done for centuries.
They are not the sort of footpaths for visiting hikers
who like good long walks but some do allow access to
Old Wardour Castle and New Wardour.
Ansty schoolchildren who used to attend the old Catholic Wardour School would make
their way to school along these paths – and it was a good walk to the school –
approaching 5 miles there and back. In the end it was quicker to attend the old Victorian
board school in Swallowcliffe until that closed!
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